[1] CSCI 111 requires calculus readiness (MATH 119, high school equivalent, community college equivalent, or a calculus readiness score on the ALEKS PPL assessment).
[4] 8 units selected from: upper-division CSCI/CINS courses, EECE 555, and/or upper-division MATH courses that meet a requirement for the Minor in Mathematics. A maximum of 3 units maybe taken for credit/no credit grading. Consider CSCI 300, CSCI 389, or CSCI 400 if you need one or two units. Verify each elective’s prerequisite courses.

NOTE: The general education classes you select must include 1 designated as Global Culture (GC), 1 designated as United States Diversity (USD) and 3 designated as Writing Intensive (W) (plus CSCI 301W).